Rocket® IPC™ Drainage Kit

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE - PREPARATION & DRAINAGE

1. Open bottle pack, place bottle on edge of wrap, ensure tubing stays on blue drape

2. Check bottle indicator, if raised (above), use a new bottle

3. Put on the sterile gloves, handling the cuffs only

4. a. Peel open the valve cover pack.
    b. Tear open 3 alcohol wipes.
    c. Remove clear dressing from pack. Place items into centre of blue wrap

5. Remove tip cover and place exposed tip on blue wrap

6. Remove valve cap

7. Clean with new alcohol swab

8. Gently insert access tip into valve, twist to lock
**INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE - PREPARATION & DRAINAGE**

1. Slide white clamp to open position
2. Using an alcohol swab, gently clean around the outside of the valve
3. Push button to drain
4. Replace new valve cap
5. Clean wound site carefully with an alcohol swab
6. Coil the drain over the foam dressing
7. Cover coiled drain with gauze squares and place clear dressing over them
8. When drainage has finished, unlock the valve and gently remove access tip from drain
9. Dressing applied
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